
TECHNICAL 
SPRAY PRODUCTS 
FOR GENERIC USE 
GLISS® SPRAY
Universal silicone oil-based lubricant.

CLEANER SPRAY
Lubricating detergent for electric contacts. Lubricates and protects treated surfaces without leaving any residue.
 
UNBLOCKING SPRAY
Removes oxidized metal by melting rust. Unblocks screws, nuts, bolts, locks, etc. 

COMPRESSED AIR 
Generates a high-pressure air jet.

AIR-CONDITIONER CLEANER 
Especially designed to remove odours and sanitize heat exchange vents. 
Eliminates mould, fungi, bacteria, filter germs, conduct germs and finned heat exchanger germs.
non-toxic and non-corrosive, treated surfaces do not discolour. 

LEAK DETECTOR 
LEAK DETECTOR is a product designed to detect potential gas leaks and micro gas leaks.
LEAK DETECTOR is suitable for oxygen, hydrogen, air, helium, nitrogen, argon, chlorine, town gas, methane, carbon 
dioxide, ethylene oxide, mesityl oxide. LEAK DETECTOR is an inert product. It neither stains nor causes oxidization 
or rust. Non-inflammable. 

ZINC COATING 
Anti-oxidizing compact metal coating made of zinc and special resin for a perfect adhesion of the metal coating. 

IDRO SPRAY
Is a water-based spray used to trace, mark and delineate spaces, areas or 
corridors on construction sites. 
Suitable for walls and floor. 
IDRO SPRAY is odourless and water resistant.
Available in different colour gradients. 

SPRAY

Apart from lubricants and anti-friction agents, 
Carima also produces a line of 
water-based marking sprays

BIOSOL, ETHYL, ISOPROPYL SPRAY
Spray for fiber optic and power cables. 

Ethyl Alcohol, Isopropyl and Biosol 95 in spray can of 400 ml. 
Degreasers and detergents to clean of power cables and fiber optic.



Lubricants and anti-friction agents Made in Italy

Accessoires

WATER BASED 
SPRAY FOR
 TRACING

Carima s.r.l.
via dei Brughi, 30/31 - 20060 Gessate (MI) - Italy
tel/fax +39 (0) 2 95384225 - www.carima.biz - info@carima.biz

Situated 20 km away from Milan, CARIMA is a European 
leader in the production and formulation of lubricants 
and water-based anti-friction agents for optical fibre 
and power cable installation. 
In an increasingly competitive market, expansion has 
been Carima’s main focus throughout its thirty years’ 
experience, with integrity and passion at its core.
Its passion for its products, research and development 
have allowed CARIMA to evolve and adapt to constantly expanding domestic and international 
markets. Carima is committed to satisfy its customers’ requirements with new and innovative 
products, quickly and through a continual process of quality improvement.


